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Summary. Training center for High Performance Carpuela is constantly innovating for the necessary improvements to the attention of athletes by the Sports Ministry so it has launched the process of systematization of processes to improve quality aid to the athlete within the two modules has been developed which are: Administrative and hosting Control that help decision making for the administrative part.

1. Introduction.

At present the training center located in the High Performance Carpuela has many challenges that have become limiting for the proper development of activities within the institution in this talk about what is the administrative and attention the athlete within the same we can cite as an example the following processes: monitoring of athletes and visitors to the institution as well as is the control of goods and other assets that are within the institution and therefore the optimization of these processes is urgently needed to optimize and streamline them.

Training Center currently does not have any system to allow for the development guided by what we have chosen as tools using free software tools for the realization of all the processes systematized our new system.

Something we should take into account is that today all processes takes them manually so it gets a bit harmful to the environment and what processes are a bit slower and more deficient in what is the organization of the company.

For decision-making by the administrative part it is very important to improve it is to keep the athlete in a relaxed atmosphere and a good performance in practice and development of sport point.

This project aims to improve the management and speed up the processes that exist within the institution and we have remained fixed point range the following processes: Track Athlete and Lodging Athlete thus will proceed to the elaboration of the thereof.

With all this said the beneficiaries will be the athletes of the country and turn the administrative staff of the Training Center for High Performance Carpuela as personnel will be involved in what is the systematization of information.

You must also take into account that when we systematize the immediate information such processes can access the information of any athlete in seconds you will have.

The tools we use to develop the system will be free software in our case we use tools such as:

- ECLIPSE
- JSF
- POSTGRES
- PrimeFaces
- CSS
- JAVASCRIPT
- IT Ext PDF

Which will help us to what is development of the system and which will help us as they are robust tools capable...
of supporting a large amount of information without collapsing.

2. **Materials and methods**

The method which was developed this development project was to use a web system processes and procedures which will detail below:

3. **Process:**

The process is the set of activities or tasks, mutually interrelated that supports inputs during development either at the beginning or along the same, which are administered, regulated or self-regulated under models of private management for elements output or expected results.

3.1. **Procedures:** Procedures can be defined as the homogeneous modules that are able to specify and elaborate a process, which form an ordered set of specific activities or operations sequentially and are directly related to those responsible for the implementation, as a fundamental part of the procedures is to be met with policies established norms, the duration of the procedure and document workflow to follow for proper development.

A very important feature of the proceedings is to be documented throughout the development of these step by step to control execution.

The primary objective of the procedures is to identify and point to what ?, why ?, who ?, where ?, how ?, and when each of the activities under the procedures of the different processes and procedures TRAINING CENTER Carpueula for high performance in terms of the administrative process.

This system will focus on the following processes:

- Medical Area.
- Security Area.
- Corporate Services.
- Administrative Area.
- kitchen area.

Through all these departments you can obtain accurate and immediate information which may take decisions by the administrative adjustments for improvement or requiring each of each department within the institution.

3.2. **Accommodation athlete.**

Within what is hosting the athlete will proceed to use this process only by the service sector which is responsible for knowing and assign a room to a new athlete to enter the institution to occupy the spaces provided by the training center.

Software development is used XP Xtreme programation which guide us in the process. Using the XP system methodology and documentation for use and future modifications to the Training Center for High Performance will be held.
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**Stages of XP are:**

- **Phase: Project planning.**

Within it we will make user stories, iterations, speed project, Daily meetings.
• Stage: Design. In the design phase we will proceed to:
  Simple Designs,
  Glossaries, Risks, Extra functionality.

• Phase: Coding.
  It will be conducting coding system for commissioning
  and their corrections.

4. **Phase: Tests.**

Tests for the proper functioning of the system be
conducted in compliance with all necessary standards to be running.

Tools.

  The Apache Tomcat application server is compatible
  with the tools that we use to operate our system which
  will use the version 7.0.52.

  **Eclipse.** It is a computer program composed of a set
  of programming tools to develop open source platform
  so the project called "rich client applications" as
  opposed to "Client-light" browser-based applications.
  This platform has typically been used to develop
  integrated development environments (IDE) such as
  Java IDE "

  **JSF.** With these technologies and frameworks that
  are based on Web that help facilitate the development of
  user interfaces corresponding in Java EE applications
  such technologies occupy JSP (Java Server Pages) that
  is what allows us to accommodate the deployment
  pages.

  Por medio de la misma podremos realizar la
  siguiente arquitectura de nuestro sistema a desarrollar
  para el centro de entrenamiento el cual tiene un patrón
  de arquitectura que es MVC:

  **Source: own**

  **MVC.** Model View Controller (MVC) is a standard
  software architecture that separates data from an
  application, the user interface and business logic into
  three distinct components. The pattern of call and return
  MVC is often seen in web applications, where the view
  is the HTML page and the code that provides dynamic
  data to the page. The model is the management system
  database and business logic, and the driver is responsible
  for receiving input events from the view.

5. **Results**

By applying a development methodology, in this
case XP, allows an orderly work and above all as a result
get quality software.

As all web applications, will enable all users to
access the various modules 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year from any browser within the institution, without
having to install or configure special components.

For access to a computer system that is on the
network from the institution and a browser for displays
screens of information provided for each department and
is difficult to access it is only necessary because the
installation of components is not necessary extras for
system operation.
Some benefits that were obtained in implementing the system within the institution are described.

- Considering that a new system is administrative processes were automated and integrated processes allowing athletes such as track hosting athletes and sportsmen to improve the management and control of information of athletes.

- procedures that deal with management were improved

- related procedures were changed: The head of supplies in stock can check stocks of products kitchen area and the area of nursing for their purchases in a quick manner.

- The monitoring system assign a sportsman and sportswoman to a room will improve the access time to information and updated in real time, allowing officials to perform reports.

- With date information is reduced response times of decision making.

- When using the system performance tasks recommended to responsible decision-making because the system will help to process the information faster is better.

- It can generate reports immediately

- Ease of access to information at any time.

- Reliable and Secure.
Conceptual Model
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Conclusions

• With the implementation of computer system you will see immediate improvements in data management of all athletes, and they can have a much more automated control of reports and other information that are vital to managing information.

• With the implementation of these manual processes is removed and so you can get to eliminate the use of paper in most offices of the Training Center for High Performance Carpuela.

• Acquired knowledge within the University and revealing all the tools and capabilities that have been handled in the period have been acquiring knowledge within the university house was applied.

Recommendations.

• You should test if developed is desired, performing a thorough customer feedback, which is who will use the system and who best knows your business processes.

• Develop scalable applications, and robust architectures that allow easy integration with new technologies, and that this integration does not require a lot of resources.

• Using agile methodology XP depend on the type of system that has to be developed.

• Proper operation of this methodology will enable both the customer and the developer to improve the product in each prototype and adapt better to changes that occur in the system development.

• When you set graphical interfaces is necessary to follow a standard that serves as a guide to facilitate the development of these and which are easy to handle for the user.

Dissect all the tools to use in developing a system, especially if they are free software, since when customize, may represent a high learning curve, so it is advisable to have basic tools to use.
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